
FABARM XLR semi-automatic hunting rifle (Hunter) - 12/76 - 3 CI
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-4028-FABARM-XLR-semi-automatic-hunting-rifle-Hunter-12-
76-3-CI

SKU Designation RGA French Law Caliber Chamber (mm) Shots Trigger Ejection Chokes MSRP

FA1378 XLR Hunter Can. 71cm AW598 C cal. 12  76 mm  3  ST  Eject.  3 I.C.  1270.00 € incl. tax

FA13786 XLR Hunter Can. 76cm AW599 C cal. 12  76 mm  3  ST  Eject.  3 I.C.  1270.00 € incl. tax

An ultra comfortable Fabarm semi-automatic hunting rifle designed for steel ball cartridges and
intended for waterfowl and migratory hunters!
Iconic model of the FABARM brand, the XLR is with this COMPOSITE AB version, revisited with taste and
technicality.

The receiver and barrel benefit from a CERAKOTE Armor Black coating which guarantees optimal
protection. The weapon in a magnificent dark anthracite gray, perfectly in accordance with the SOFT
TOUCH finish of the composite of the stock and the handguard, has a pretty anise green logo. Very well
balanced and ideally suited to the intensive use of powerful cartridges, this COMPOSITE AB version also
goes to the essentials with its 3 INNER HP chokes and its cardboard box, with the aim of being an almost
unbeatable quality/price ratio. .

Stock length 368 mm with 22 mm HRA shoe
Slope at bust 35 mm - Slope at heel 55 mm
Delivered with 3 INNER HP chokes (2/10 - 7/10 - 9/10)

 

With an XLR and its TRIBORE HP barrel you also have in hand a weapon truly adapted to the use of steel
ball cartridges. This barrel allows the firing of high performance steel ball cartridges with all chokes greater
than ½ choke, including ¾ or full choke. The weapon is also tested at 1630 BAR.

Features :

Canon TRIBORE HP
Capacity: 2+1 cartridges
Handlebar: Yellow fiber optic
Chamber 12/76 mm
Barrel finish: CERAKOTE Armor Black
Carcass: Ergal 55 11 mm milling for optical mounting
Carcass finish: CERAKOTE Armor Black Composite stock and handguard with SOFT TOUCH
coating
Stock length 368 mm with 22 mm HRA shoe
Slope at the busk 35 mm
Heel slope 55 mm
Weapon delivered with a set of stock spacers to modify the slope and advantage
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Delivered with 3 INNER HP chokes (2/10 - 7/10 - 9/10)
Delivered in cardboard box
Proven weapon CIP steel balls
Weapon tested at 1630 BAR

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


